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Garmin® Celebrates a GPS 
Milestone in Aviation 

 

Garmin International, Inc., a unit of Garmin Ltd. (NASDAQ: 

GRMN), today commemorates the 25th anniversary of the 

GPS 155 TSO – the aviation industry’s first FAA TSO-C129 

approach approved IFR GPS receiver. The GPS 155 TSO set 

the standard for product development within avionics, laid 

the groundwork for future innovations in GPS navigation, 

and raised the bar for technological GPS advancements in 

the aviation industry.

“Our steadfast commitment to design, develop and deliver 

state-of-the-art avionics continues yet today as we 

commemorate the 25th anniversary of the GPS 155 TSO and 

celebrate a breakthrough in aviation navigation – one that 

pioneered the development for initiatives such as NextGen,” 

said Carl Wolf, vice president of aviation sales and marketing. 

“As we recognize this significant milestone in aviation, we 

thank our loyal customer base and dedicated associates 

who make these achievements possible, and look forward to 

celebrating many more for years to come.”  

On February 16, 1994, Garmin achieved a significant 

milestone by introducing the GPS 155 TSO to the aviation 

industry—the world’s first GPS navigation product to be fully 

certified to FAA TSO-C129, Class A1 standards for non-

precision approach use. For the first time, pilots could fly in 

instrument meteorological conditions (IMC) throughout the 

departure, enroute, and approach phases of flight using GPS 

as their primary navigation source. The introduction of the 

GPS 155 TSO would eventually pave the way for the 

development of new, safety-enhancing technologies that 

would leverage the high-integrity position data it offered, 

such as moving map displays, terrain avoidance systems, 

and synthetic vision.

“As we recognize this significant 
milestone in aviation, we thank our 
loyal customer base and dedicated 

associates who make these achievements 
possible, and look forward to celebrating 

many more for years to come.”

 

With the GPS 155 TSO, aircraft operators quickly 

recognized the operational safety benefits of 

modern era satellite-based navigation that 

traditional navigation could not provide. 

Simultaneously, antiquated and less accurate 

ground-based navigational aids (NAVAIDs) were 

slowly phased-out. The benefits of GPS navigation 

were realized throughout the industry as GPS not 

only offered a higher level of precise navigation 

throughout the national airspace system (NAS), but 

also provided instrument approach capability, which 

was especially important for remote airports that 

did not have the appropriate funding or accessibility 

to NAVAIDs.

Years later, the GPS 155 TSO would eventually pave 

the way for the development of technologies that 

support the broader implementation of airspace 

modernization initiatives, such as the Next 

Generation Air Transportation System, better known 

as NextGen. Predicated on GPS, NextGen 

significantly improves aircraft predictability, 

operational performance and capacity throughout 

the NAS and offers efficiencies that only GPS 

navigation can provide. These efficiencies result in 

reduced flying time, lower approach minimums, 

minimized fuel burn and more. A pillar of NextGen, 

Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast 

25 years ago Garmin introduced the 
GPS 155 TSO to the aviation 

industry.



(ADS-B), also relies on the precise position information only 

available from Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS) 

GPS. The GPS 155 TSO unquestionably laid the foundation 

for future advancements in avionics that would ultimately 

support global airspace modernization initiatives.

In 1998, Garmin would again celebrate another innovative 

first in the aviation industry with the introduction of the 

GNS™ 430. The all-in-one GPS, COM, VOR, LOC, and 

glideslope navigator, complete with a color moving map, 

proved to be a significant technological leap in innovation 

and navigation. Similarly, when the GNS 430 and GNS 530 

received WAAS certification in 2006, the most popular 

certified IFR GPS system to-date gave pilots even greater 

instrument approach capabilities. In 2011, the GTN™ 650 

and GTN 750 were introduced to the marketplace as the 

first touchscreen avionics certified for general aviation 

aircraft and have proven just as popular as its predecessor.

Garmin’s aviation business segment is a leading 

provider of solutions to OEM, aftermarket, military and 

government customers. Garmin’s portfolio includes 

navigation, communication, flight control, hazard 

avoidance, an expansive suite of ADS-B solutions and 

other products and services that are known for 

innovation, reliability, and value. 

FlightRadar24 confirmed it was the first time it had tracked more than 

200,000 flights in a single day and that during a peak period over 19,000 

flights were in the air at the same time.
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Honeywell’s UAM Avionics: 
Piloted First, Autonomous in the Future

Honeywell has begun developing new flight-control and detect-and-avoid systems for future urban air mobility 
vehicles, Mike Ingram, the company’s vice president of cockpit systems told Avionics International.

Ingram, who took over as vice president of Honeywell’s integrated cockpit systems division in June 2018, said 
the company’s new electric vertical takeoff and landing (eVTOL) avionics supplier partnership with Pipistrel is 
just the beginning. The company envisions providing cockpit systems that initially will be used by pilots and 

eventually enable autonomous operations.
 

Pipistrel’s partnership with Honeywell follows a series of similar agreements announced by avionics 
manufacturers in recent months, including Bell’s supplier contracts with Garmin and Thales for its Nexus 
eVTOL unveiled at the Consumer Electronics Show last month. According to Ingram, Honeywell wants to 

adapt existing integrated cockpit systems it supplies for fixed wing aircraft — such as Primus Epic and 
BendixKing — into brand new configurations for eVTOLs.

“The biggest difference is going to be the cost and a significant reduction in size, weight and power,” Ingram 
said.

Avionics development for eVTOL aircraft is still in its earliest stages for Honeywell, however Ingram said the 
design and architecture of the systems provided for these future aircraft will be driven by the different 

configurations that airframe makers are working on. Aircraft designs that have been unveiled so far are wide-
ranging.

As an example, Bell’s Nexus uses six pivoting, ducted fans and a hybrid-electric propulsion system feeding 
power to the rotors and a battery. Boeing’s air taxi prototype, which completed its first test flight in January, 

uses eight canted lift rotors on booms with a pusher prop for forward cruise flight. German startup Volocopter, 
which will begin flight testing in Singapore this year, is fully electric with no combustion engine and can be 

flown autonomously or with a pilot using 18 rotors.



 
Upon revealing their partnership with Honeywell, Pipistrel unveiled a computer rendering of their prototype, 

but hasn't released any design details other than a vertical takeoff air vehicle that can transition to fully 
autonomous operations in the future.

Ingram said the Pipistrel cockpit will follow its current display-centered setup on in-service commercial 
airplanes and business jets.

“I think you’ll still see a somewhat traditional display for the first round of vehicles, it will be difficult for people 
to take the big leap to go fully autonomous initially and have no pilot onboard," Ingram said. "With the pilot we 
expect there will be  traditional flight instrumentation, but quickly that will evolve to more of a flight attendant 

onboard, and then to eventually have no pilot onboard. The display purpose through those three different 
stages will be different.”

Another component of Honeywell’s partnership with Pipistrel will be to supply connectivity, which Ingram said 
will be an adaption of their existing JetWave satellite communications system. He said the company is also 

considering how to ensure the software deployed on Pipistrel’s first UAM vehicle is easily adaptable and 
upgradable in the future.

One of the ways Honeywell is also gathering information about how to design avionics for the future Pipistrel 
aircraft is through its participation in the General Aviation Manufacturers Association’s Simplified Vehicle 

Operations subcommittee, which includes representatives from NASA, the FAA and other aviation companies 
developing standards and a regulatory framework for future eVTOL vehicles.

“We feel obligated to be out in front of this and making sure the regulations are being defined by the traditional 
aviation companies," Ingram said. "But also we have to adapt to the new entrants coming into this space that 

want to move fast toward service launch. That speed to launch has to be balanced so that we ensure we 
provide the safest means of transportation possible to the public."

The FAA has posted a new rule requiring owners of small unmanned aircraft systems (UAS/drones) to display an FAA-issued 
registration number on an outside surface of their aircraft. Previously, drone registration numbers could be placed in an interior 

compartment as long as that compartment was accessible without using tools. The new rule will not change the process for 
registering drones and, beyond requiring that the number can “be seen upon visual inspection of the aircraft’s exterior,” doesn’t 

specify an external location for the registration number.
According to the FAA, the rule change stems from concerns expressed by “law enforcement officials and the FAA’s interagency 

security partners” that current UAS registration display practices don’t address “the risk a concealed explosive device might pose to 
first responders upon opening a compartment to find a drone’s registration number.”

The new rule was issued as an interim final rule and was not previously open to public comment. “In this case,” the FAA said, “the 
agency has determined the importance of mitigating the risk to first responders outweighs the minimal inconvenience this change 

may impose on small drone owners, and justifies implementation without a prior public comment period.” Now that it has been 
published, the rule, which is scheduled to go into effect on Feb. 25, will be open for comments until March 15, 2019.
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What’s the most valuable asset to a pilot? Many would probably tell you time, especially when there’s a business interest 
involved. For most pilots, getting from point A to point B as safely, quickly and efficiently as possible is the main objective. 

Fortunately, we have a tool that can help. Our built-in Pre-Departure Clearance (PDC) services on FltPlan.com were 
created to help flight crews and passengers save valuable time, allowing them to get airborne, and ultimately to their 

destination, faster and more conveniently.
What’s the Advantage of PDC?

Our PDC services can add convenience and help reduce time on the ground prior to departure. Instead of the conventional 
method of calling ATC for departure release, our FAA-approved PDCs are natively integrated into FltPlan.com and 

eliminate the need to call clearance delivery from the cockpit. These PDC services are currently available at more than 70 
airports throughout the United States.

Pre-Departure Clearance within FltPlan.com
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

How It Works
It’s easy – simply submit a flight plan for approval within FltPlan.com, and an approved PDC will appear for an active flight 

approximately 20-30 minutes before your filed departure time. PDC notifications can be received via email, text or as a 
pop-up that opens in a separate window when the PDC message is displayed on a pilot’s active flight plan list within 

FltPlan.com.
PDCs include:
Your filed route

Amendments to your route
Your cleared altitude

Your transponder code
Your departure frequency
Any special instructions

No Datalink? No Problem.
PDCs are a great solution for aircraft that aren’t equipped with controller-pilot datalink communications (CPDLC). Pilots 

have access to PDCs on a mobile device running FltPlan.com, or by receiving PDC information via text and email 
notifications.

PDC services are available with FltPlan.com and a $199 per year subscription, per aircraft. For more information and to 
sign up for service, visit https://www.fltplan.com/pdcinfo.htm.

Save Valuable Time with FltPlan.com 
Pre-Departure Clearances



Honeywell To Debut Hybrid-electric 
Engine at Heli-Expo

Honeywell's first offering in the hybrid-electric space is this HTS900 gas turbine engine equipped 
with two 200-kilowatt electric generators attached to the gearbox. (Photo: Honeywell Aerospace)

Honeywell Aerospace’s hybrid-electric 

turbogenerator that will power the first 

generation of vertical takeoff and 

landing (VTOL) aircraft will make its 

public debut early next month at Heli-

Expo, the Phoenix-based company 

announced today. The hybrid 

powerplant is an electrified version of its 

1,100-shp HTS900 gas turbine engine 

used on Kopter’s SH09 light turbine 

helicopter and Eagle Copters’ Eagle 

407HP conversion. 

“In regards to urban air mobility, that’s 

really the sweet spot [for shaft 

horsepower],” Bryan Wood, who runs 

the hybrid propulsion division for 

Honeywell Aerospace’s engines and 

power systems group, told AIN. “This is 

an engine that we’ve decided to 

highlight. It has a very competitive 

power density and specific fuel 

consumption.”

A gearbox mounted to the HTS900 drives 

a pair of 200-kilowatt generators,

 Wood said. “We’re actually able to 

produce power from the engine, which 

then feeds into the generators, which 

will then downstream spin motors,” he 

said. The generators’ output is enough to 

power 40 average American homes 

running air conditioners at their highest 

setting, Honeywell said.

In tandem with batteries, the hybrid will 

produce 30 to 50 percent fewer carbon 

emissions than the traditional HTS900 

engine. XTI’s TriFan 600 is the first 

airframe where the turbogenerator will 

be used, though Wood added there are 

“other customers as well that we’re very 

engaged in conversation with” about 

using it.
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